Numerous studies have demonstrated the beneficial role of gait analysis in the planning and evaluation of surgical treatments at the human knee joint. Most studies confine their research to flexion-extension during individual tasks, such as normal walking. [1] [2] [3] This is mainly because motor tasks most frequently studied induce only small knee rotations out of the sagittal plane. These rotations are therefore difficult to measure accurately and reliably, given the sources of relatively large error involved in in vivo testing with external skin markers. 4 Despite limited availability of data documenting three-dimensional knee kinematics, [5] [6] [7] clinical interest in three-dimensional (3D) knee kinematics increased, especially during motor tasks inducing more out-ofsagittal plane motion.
Unfortunately, also repeatability data on 3D knee rotations during these tasks are not widely available. However, such data are crucial for the design of relevant clinical experiments, for example, for defining patient sample sizes. Consequently, it is difficult to involve complex motor tasks in clinical studies, since the quality of measurements from many of these tasks is unknown. The goal of the current study is to describe in detail the typical kinematics of knee joint rotation decomposed in the three anatomical planes for eleven motor tasks, as well as the repeatability within subjects of these knee joint rotation curves and specific parameters derived thereof.
Knowledge of joint motion and repeatability for each of these tasks can be used as a reference for the design of studies on pathological knees. The kinematics can be used as a guide for selecting the most suitable task to study, while the repeatability analysis of these tasks would serve as a crucial data source for power analyses when setting up clinical knee studies.
Methods

Sample Characteristics
Ethical approval was given by the University Hospital Pellenberg. Twenty-five healthy adult subjects participated in this study after giving informed consent. They included 13 males and 12 females, with mean age of 32.9 (SD 9.8) years, range 22-49 years, mean weight 70.7 (SD 16.7) kg, mean height 1.74 (SD .09) m, and mean body mass index (BMI) 23.3 (SD 4.5).
Motion Capture
Kinematic data were obtained at 100 Hz using a motion capture system with eight to fourteen infrared cameras (Vicon, Oxford, UK), which determined the 3D trajectories of 23 passive retro-reflective spherical markers (14 mm diameter) fixed onto the skin over anatomical landmarks of the lower limbs and trunk (Full Body Plugin-Gait marker set, Vicon, Oxford, UK) identified according to the guidelines by Van Sint Jan. 8 Malalignment of the knee flexion axis is known to result in cross-talk between sagittal and coronal knee motion. 9 Therefore, at least three knee alignment device (KAD) 10 calibration trials were taken at the beginning of each session, and the trial that produced the minimum excursion of knee abduction-adduction during the swing phase of walking was selected for calibrating the remaining trials.
Motor Tasks
During each session, the subject was asked to perform eleven different motor tasks, with three repetitions each ( Figure 1 ). Two subjects, with BMI over 30, declined to perform the deep squat because of its difficulty.
This specific set of motor tasks was selected because some of these induce greater motion at the knee joint. 11
Data Analysis and Reduction
Thirteen right and 12 left lower limbs were randomly selected (one limb per subject) for further analysis. All walking and ascent/descent tasks were classified as "gait tasks" since these have both stance and swing phases, detected according to foot contact with the forceplates. Chair rise cycles were defined to start when the upper body began to lean forward until the time of maximal knee extension. Squat cycles were defined between times of maximal knee extension. The lunge cycle was defined between foot-strike and lift-off. All data were normalized to a 0 to 100% time cycle. Corresponding kinematics curves were grouped together according to subjects and tasks and averaged at each percentage cycle.
Repeatability Analysis
To detail within-subject measurement consistency of knee joint rotations, a subset of 10 subjects (sex: 9 male, 1 female; age: 29 ± 9 y; weight: 76 ± 20 kg; height: 178 ± 8 cm, BMI: 24 ± 5; these included the two high-BMI subjects who did not perform the deep squat) underwent two additional motion capture sessions, all conducted by the same well-trained physical therapist. The interval between these sessions ranged from 5 hours to 56 days (median = 7 days).
Based on the 9 trials collected for each motor task-equally spread over three motion analysis sessions-the following parameters of repeatability were calculated: within-subject coefficient of multiple correlation (CMC), 12 average within-subject root-mean-squared error (RMS) against the average, and mean absolute variability. 13 In addition, we analyzed the repeatability of a set of kinematic and temporal parameters commonly extracted from knee rotation curves 14 (Tables 1-2 ) based on the mean within-subject standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) 12 as well as the one-way random effects model intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). 15 Measurements were considered to have "good" repeatability if they showed a high ICC (0.8 to 1), low SD (<5°), low CV (<15%), or any combination of the three. These thresholds were chosen based on a recent relevant review. 2 
Results
The knee joint rotations measured in all 25 subjects resulted in a detailed description of knee kinematics during 11 different motor tasks in typical, healthy subjects ( Figures 2-4) . Furthermore, considerably different patterns were found among the tasks' ensemble-averaged knee kinematics curves. Gait tasks (Figures 2 and 3 ) showed knee joint rotation curves with consistent patterns in all three anatomical planes, most clearly for flexionextension. Crossover turns notably produced flatter flexion curves at terminal stance, corresponding to more knee flexion compared with the other walking and descent tasks. Knee abduction-adduction was larger in swing than in stance for all gait tasks. Axial rotation curves for walking resembled those of the descent tasks; in both types of tasks, crossover and sidestep turns increased the range of axial rotation by factors of 1.5 and 2, respectively, compared with moving straight ahead. Stride times ranged from a mean of 1.049 s for straight walking to 1.458 s for ascent (Appendix Table 1 ). Nongait tasks ( Figure 4 ) showed smoother patterns of the out-of-sagittal plane rotations. Furthermore, the patterns of the axial rotation were proportional to those of the corresponding flexion-extension curves, demonstrated also by highly significant correlations between the averages of these joint rotations in all motor tasks (R chair rise = 0.988, R lunge = 0.939, R mild squat = 0.981, R deep squat = 0.993). Overall, the tasks showing the largest internal rotation were the crossover turns and the high-flexion tasks of ascent, chair rise, squat, and lunge ( Figures 2-4) . The tasks showing the largest external rotation were the sidestep turns (Figures 2-3 ). The crossover turns also showed smaller adduction peaks (Figures 2-3 ), compared with normal walking (Figure 2 ).
Further analysis in a subgroup of 10 subjects documented, for each task, the repeatability within subjects of knee joint rotation curves (Figures 2-4) . CMC values for all flexion-extension curves were greater than 0.92, whereas those for abduction-adduction and knee rotation curves were all less than 0.82 and 0.92, respectively. RMS Figure 1 -Overview of the eleven motor tasks, defined as in Desloovere et al, 2010, 11 that were performed in the displayed order-approximately according to increasing difficulty: walking at self-selected speed (A), walking followed by a 90° crossover (B) and sidestep turn (C), ascent (D) and descent (E) on/from a step, descent followed by again crossover (F) and sidestep turn (G), chair rise (H), mild squat (I), deep squat (J) and lunge (K). When relevant, the analyzed leg is shown with a dark, gray overlay. Table 1 Mean values for knee flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, and rotation curves had respective ranges of 2.8 to 10.7°, 1.4 to 3.7°, and 2.9 to 4.9°. MAV values had larger magnitudes than the RMS values but showed similar trends. Among the gait tasks, the increased ranges of axial rotation resulted in turning tasks having higher relative repeatability than straight walking for axial rotation. Sidestep turns in particular showed uniquely good CMC values for axial rotation of 0.90 and 0.91, whereas the corresponding values for straight movements were 0.79 and 0.63. The nongait tasks (Figure 4) showed worse repeatability compared with the gait tasks, particularly in abduction-adduction, as demonstrated by CMC, RMS, and MAV values. For completeness the knee kinematic patterns for the subgroup during all motor tasks are shown in Appendix Figures 1, 2, and 3 . Furthermore, the close resemblance of these patterns with those of the full group of N = 25 subjects (Figures 2-4) indicates that the smaller subject group for repeatability analysis is representative for the larger population in terms of knee joint kinematics. The study also revealed that a large number of kinematic and temporal parameters have a good withinsubject repeatability. These are reported in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively for the gait and nongait motor tasks. Regarding relative repeatability, the most repeatable among the gait tasks were midswing maximum flexion and its corresponding %cycle, and stride and stance time (Table  1, parameters 3, 11, 7, 8 ). For each of these parameters, the CV was under 10%, with most tasks showing ICCs above 0.90. Regarding absolute repeatability, all gait tasks' kinematic parameters (parameters 1-6) showed averaged within-subject SD values smaller than 5°, which was recommended as the highest threshold for the SD of clinical joint kinematics measurements, 2 except for midstance maximum flexion during ascent and descent followed by crossover turn. 
Discussion
This study investigated knee joint motion in the three anatomical planes during eleven motor tasks in healthy subjects. The goal of the current study was to describe typical kinematics and repeatability of normal knee joint rotations for eleven motor tasks. This information is crucial to identify the most reliable motor tasks and measurements that can potentially reveal patient-specific patterns during clinical motion analysis.
The presented knee rotation curves for straight walking resembled the curves found in other studies also reporting internal rotation coupled with flexion during stance phase. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Additional studies confirmed specific measurements in the present data, except where experimental protocols differed (Table 3) . 2, 13, [16] [17] [18] [19] For example, MAV values reported here are larger than those published previously, 13 likely because of the analysis of a larger number of trials, sessions, and subjects in this study. This can probably also be attributed to differences in motion Figure 2 , but for chair rise, mild squat, deep squat, and forward lunge. Deep squat data are for 23 (8 for withinsubject repeatability analysis) subjects only, whereas those of other tasks are for all 25 (10 for within-subject repeatability analysis) subjects. "Not applicable" (N/A) indicates undefined CMC values, due to variability across trials exceeding the variability of the mean trial across the cycle.
analysis protocols, as has been previously shown in a population of normal children. 20 Previously, standardized and constrained squats or lunges respectively showed higher absolute within-subject repeatability 17 and ICCs, 16 than in this study where squats and lunges were not constrained by any apparatus. It is also expected that skin motion artifacts 4 affected the present measurements in addition to other artifacts such as marker placement, and kinematic cross-talk. 9 Consequentially, these artifacts might have introduced small differences in shape with previously reported kinematics curves for abduction-adduction and axial rotation during walking. 21 It has been shown 22 that, in walking, a relevant 1 to 7 degree erroneous rotation at the single bone can occur in any of the three anatomical planes. This can result, with respect to the corresponding physiological skeletal motion, in 10, 50 and 100% error respectively in flexion-extension, abduction-adduction and axial rotation. These figures overcome within-subject variability, but must be taken in careful consideration for any pathological-to-normal comparison in clinical studies. This source of error is inevitable in any gait analysis system, and little has been reported to limit or to compensate for this. 4 However, the large physiological axial rotation which occurs at the knee joint during turning tasks may increase the measurement-to-error ratio 11 and consequentially limit this percentage error.
As in Zürcher et al, 19 the current study demonstrated increased rotations of turning during walking and descent from a step, while additionally showing the good intrasubject repeatability of the turning measurements. Furthermore, turning steps have been proven to be very relevant during activities of daily living. 23 These findings suggest the investigation of turning in future studies of knee axial rotation.
Results for the nongait motor tasks (chair rise, squat, and lunge) show consistent coupling between e Ascent on stairs instead of on a step, overall between-subject standard deviation (SD).
f Standardized squats, flexion range 0-60°, separate ascent/descent measurements.
g Standardized lunge to 90° flexion.
flexion-extension and axial rotation curves, confirming previous studies. 6, 7, 24, 25 Notably, the average knee abduction-adduction curves for chair rise, squat, and lunge were relatively smooth and of small magnitude compared with the gait tasks. This was believed to be indicative of small crosstalk errors and caused by the higher knee loads stabilizing the knee during the entire cycle.
The many different motor tasks analyzed here revealed a large spectrum of repeatability and variability, and also very different patterns and ranges of knee joint motion, in flexion-extension but also in out-of-sagittal plane rotations. The least constrained motor tasks, such as lunge and squat, were also the least repeatable. Finally, larger joint rotations were more repeatable. All this knowledge is a good reference for e designing gait analysis studies in pathological conditions, in particular for selecting the most suitable tasks when validating, for example, the claims of prosthesis designers or surgical and clinical hypotheses.
